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MANUAL & EXERCISE GUIDE

JFIT is founded on this fact:
IF YOUR BODY FEELS GOOD, SO WILL YOUR MIND 3
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The adjustable spin lock dumbbell handles give you the ability and versatility 
to build your own dumbbell sets. The 14” handle allows for many weight 
options and uses 1” weight plates. The easy on and off spin lock collars 
secure your weights while performing many dumbbell exercises.

Directions for use:
Place the desired 1” weight plates on each end of the threaded handle. Place 
the spin lock collar onto the threads, spin the collar clockwise and tightly 
secure them next to the weight plates. Be sure the rubber threaded end is 
placed next to the weight plates. Check before each use that the collars 
are secure. For an extra tight twist, place your hands on both ends of the 
weight plates and give a slight push with your hands in the opposite direction, 
basically pulling one side and pushing the other side, similar to a twist.

Although there are hundreds of exercises you can perform with your 
dumbbells, we have highlighted a few of our favorites for your reference.

Threaded
Dumbbells
Use and Care
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Stand with feet shoulder-width apart and biceps 
at your sides. 

Keeping your elbows still, lift the right dumbbell 
to your shoulder as you rotate your palm to the 
ceiling. Keep your back still and abs tight.  

Return to starting position and repeat with your 
left hand, alternating back from one hand to the 
other

ALTERNATING BICEP CURL 
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With your left leg kneeling on the bench, right leg 
planted securely on the floor.  Your left hand should be 
placed directly under your shoulder and your knees 
should be positioned directly under your hips.

Place the dumbbell in your right hand and pull the 
elbow up to form a 90 degree angle. Keeping the 
elbow in this position, extend your arm straight behind 
you, focusing on contracting the triceps.

Lower the forearm back down to start position and 
repeat. Perform sets on one arm and switch to the 
opposite side.

KNEELING TRICEP CURL 
ON A BENCH
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placed directly under your shoulder and your knees 
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Place the dumbbell in your right hand and pull the 
elbow up to form a 90 degree angle. Keeping the 
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Begin with your left leg kneeling on the bench, and right 
leg planted securely on the floor. Your left hand should 
be placed directly under your shoulder and your knees 
should be positioned directly under your hips.
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Standing with your feet shoulder width apart, place 
a dumbbell in each hand. For starting position raise 
the dumbbell to head height, the elbows are bent 
at 90 degrees. 

Keeping your back straight, head up, core engaged, 
extend through the elbow to raise the weights together 
directly above your head.

Pause and slowly return to start position. Repeat.

SHOULDER PRESS
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With your left leg kneeling on the bench, right leg planted 
securely on the floor.  Your left hand should be placed 
directly under your shoulder and your knees should be 
positioned directly under your hips.

With back flat, head aligned with your spine, dumbbell in your 
right hand. Exhale and slowly pull the dumbbell upwards, 
keeping your arm close to your side, until your arm is at about 
a 90- degree angle or you can no longer lift without rotating 
your body.

Inhale and slowly lower the dumbbell to start position being 
careful to maintain a flat back and shoulders pulled back. 
Perform desired sets and switch to opposite side.

ONE ARM ROW
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ONE ARM ROW
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Begin with your left leg kneeling on the bench, right leg 
planted securely on the floor. Your left hand should be 
placed directly under your shoulder and your knees should 
be positioned directly under your hips.
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Lying flat back on a bench with a dumbbell in each hand, (resting 
on your thighs).  lift the dumbbells one at a time so you can hold 
them in front of you at shoulder width, palms facing each other. 
Raise the dumbbells up like you're pressing them, but stop and 
hold just before you lock out. This will be your starting position.

With a slight bend on your elbows in order to prevent stress at the 
biceps tendon, inhale and lower your arms out at both sides in a 
wide arc until you feel a stretch on your chest. While performing 
this movement, the arms should remain stationary; the movement 
should only occur at the shoulder joint.

Exhale and return your arms back to the starting position as you 
squeeze your chest muscles. Using the same arc of motion used 
to lower the weights.

Pause and repeat the movement until the motion causes muscle 
fatigue.

FLY
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Standing with feet shoulder-width apart, dumbbell in 
each hand, palms facing inwards. Start with the dumbbells 
hanging at your side.

Slowly raise your arms out to the sides until they reach 
shoulder level.

Tighten the muscles of your back and slowly lower your 
arms back down to your sides.

LATERAL RAISE
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Lying flat back on a bench with a dumbbell in each hand, (resting
on your thighs), lift the dumbbells one at a time so you can hold
them in front of you at shoulder width, palms facing each other.
Raise the dumbbells up like you're pressing them, but stop and
hold just before you lock out. This will be your starting position.

With a slight bend on your elbows in order to prevent stress at the 
biceps tendon, inhale and lower your arms out at both sides in a 
wide arc until you feel a stretch on your chest. While performing 
this movement, the arms should remain stationary; the movement 
should only occur at the shoulder joint.

Exhale and return your arms back to the starting position as you
squeeze your chest muscles. Using the same arc of motion used
to lower the weights.

Pause and repeat the movement until the motion causes muscle
fatigue.
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Begin by standing with feet shoulder-width apart, dumbbell 
in each hand, palms facing inwards. Start with the dumbbells 
hanging at your side.
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Standing straight with a dumbbell in each hand, feet 
should width apart toes slightly pointed out. Keep 
your chin up, looking straight ahead so as not to throw 
your balance off. 

Slowly lower your torso by bending the knees as you 
maintain a straight posture with the head up. Continue 
to drop down until your thighs are parallel to the floor. 
Be careful not to let your knees extend past your toes.

Exhale and raise back up by pushing through 
your heels to start position. Repeat.

DUMBBELL SQUAT
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Stand with feet set wider than shoulder-width and hold 
a dumbbell with both hands in front of your chest. 

Sit back into a squat, then drive back up and repeat.

GOBLET SQUAT

1

2
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Stand straight with a dumbbell in each hand, feet 
shoulder width apart, and toes slightly pointed out. 
Keep your chin up, looking straight ahead so as not to 
throw your balance off.
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Place two dumbbells on the floor about shoulder-
width apart. 

Start in a pushup position with knees on the floor 
or raised plank position. In either position it is 
important to keep your back straight line. 

Pause and then slowly return to start position. 
Repeat on the opposite side.

RENEGADE ROW

1

2

4

With arms fully extended, elbows close to the body, 
raise the weight up towards your ribs until you reach 
your midline or a 90 degree angle.

3
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Customer Success and Contact

Your complete
satisfaction is
our top priority!

HAPPY UNHAPPY CONTACT

Thank you! Without your 
product review, we do not exist.

We know you have many 
choices, and we sincerely 
appreciate your purchase of our 
JFIT product. We take pride in 
manufacturing a quality product 
and hope you are completely 
satisfied with your item. If you 
have enjoyed our service and 
quality, please let others know 
what you think by leaving a 
review through the specific 
retailer you purchased your JFIT 
product.

If your order arrived incorrect, 
damaged, or missing parts, 
please contact the customer 
service where you purchased 
the item, i.e. Amazon.com. All 
refunds and returns will need 
to be processed through the 
original point of purchase as 
JFIT does not have access to 
order information or funds. 

If you need help with 
product questions, you need 
replacement parts, or have 
concerns, please reach out to 
us and we will do our best to 
accommodate you.

Email: info@jfit.com
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Product disclaimer:
There are some inherent risks involved in using any JFIT product including but not 
limited to serious physical injury. We will not be held liable under any circumstance 
for incidental or consequential loss, damage, or injury due directly or indirectly to 
the use of this product including any malfunction from negligence or defect. The 
seller makes no claims as to the suitability of this product for any specific purpose 
or use. The Buyer understands that the use of the product can cause possible 
injury or death to themselves or others. The Buyer agrees to release, discharge, 
indemnify, and hold harmless our company and its officers, directors, shareholders, 
members, employees, agents, and their respective successors and assignees 
against any loss, liability, damage, claim, cause of action, known or unknown 
cost, or expense of any nature whatsoever, including without limitation reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and other legal costs arising from the use of our products and 
content.



1" & 2" 
BARBELL COLLARS

JUMPING TRAINERS 
/PLYOBOXES

WEIGHTED 
WORKOUT BARS

DUMBBELL 
SETS

VINYL-COATED 
KETTLEBELLS

WEIGHT PLATES 
& BARS

ANKLE & WRIST 
WEIGHTS

MULTI-GRIP 
CHIN-UP BAR

SLAM BALLS

Additional Products

JFIT Covers All Your Fitness Needs
Our cutting-edge, affordably priced equipment is perfect for at-home 
exercisers, personal trainers and gym junkies alike. We also supply 
retailers nationwide. We keep stepping up our game—so you can too.
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